All Representatives who host or facilitate a securities-related website/website pages must adhere to
the following requirement;
Post a text or icon hyperlink from the Home Page of their securities-related website entitled "NPC
Privacy Policy." This link must be set up to route to the current version of our Privacy Policy that
resides on our public Broker-Dealer website:
http://www.natplan.com/public/forms/npc_madv6130a.pdf.
Regarding the text or icon hyperlink, one of the following must be used:
A text link must be written in capital letters equal to or greater in size than the surrounding text.
OR
A text link must be written in larger type than the surrounding text, or in contrasting type, font, or
color to the surrounding text of the same size, or set offset from the surrounding text of the same
size by symbols or other marks that call attention to the language.
OR
If using an icon that hyperlinks to the NPC Privacy Policy, the icon must be titled "NPC Privacy
Policy," shall use color that contrasts the background color of the web page, or is otherwise
distinguishable.

To the extent the Representative's securities-related website discusses products and/or services,
which are not provided through NPC, the Representative is responsible for creating and posting a
separate Privacy Policy related to these issues. NPC cannot provide legal advice related to the
creation or posting of this Privacy Policy, nor should NPC be listed by name in this policy.
Due to our relationship with site hosts Emerald and AdvisorSquare, we will ensure that NPC's
Privacy Policy is posted to all securities-related Representative websites. However, if applicable,
the Representative remains responsible for posting a privacy policy related to any non-securities
related products and/or services that may also be detailed on their securities-related site.
Note: Although NPC is solely concerned with securities-related websites, those Representatives
who currently host a non-securities related site should also comply with this requirement, as
many states now require such information to be posted to business- oriented websites.
As part of our surveillance process, we will be conducting random reviews of websites to ensure
Representatives are in Compliance with this requirement. Should you have any questions or
concerns regarding this issue, please contact the Advertising Review Unit at aru@natplan.com or
(888) 711-6726, option 4.

